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Never blame the Parasites for they are born by the stupidity of twits whom the sly Leechers keep max cheap labour bred by laws and propaganda to be bled until dead

FOR A CONFEDERAL W.I.S.E UNITED BRITAIN ALLIED TO A  CONFEDERAL EUROPE AFFILIATED TO AN ANTI FEDERAL CO NFEDERAL WORLD LEAGUE
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AGAINST ZIONISM & ITS “CHOSEN” RACISM
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OUR RACE  IS OUR RELIGION

HELLO READER We are only responsible
for our articles etc. others herein are for theirs
responsible or like Jane’s are in honour of them
for being a Folk Patriot until their death.
Whatever pedantics think about my grammar I
hope you clearly grasp what I say about which
you are free to payfully use Your Voice in “Our
Voice” to write, if you stay in our Folk Family
norms of decency and is not insultive of anyone
e.g. intrusive on their private life which is not
against the criminal law or their social stated
morals, otherwise you get your money back
from this pioneering paper, which as an open
Folk Forum gives payers the means ( By we
being viably cheap with only entrants proved
too poor to pay being dependent on the editor )
to publicly say their opinions on anything in this
paper’s Economics; Country; Culture; Health;
Home; Politics; Travel; Sport etc. sections
About its section place, entrants must trust the
Editors’ layout decision.   The ethnic media e.g.
Asian Times; The (Caribbean) Gleaner; Jewish
and Muslim Chronicles;  The Voice
( Headlined as being “Britains Best Black
Paper”) rightly support their kind, faiths etc.
but under the Parasites’ and Folk Traitors’ vile
propaganda media made hostile social climate
( That has cowed Our Folk to accept alien
control of our economy and so military,
political, cultural dictatorship of our country )
these papers, books etc. are in libraries and sold
in shops while true Folk Loyal British ones are
accused of racism etc. for supporting. as do the  
alien media,   their folk and banned in Free
Speech’s name, to choke us to death against
which “Our Voice” etc. will fight to the death.
Wily Alien Racists   call us racists to exalt their
race and stop us from seeing nature has bred
many races with richly diverse ethnics, cultures,
giving Africans, Asians, Caucasians, Orientals a
natural pride in their forebears and so defend
their race, culture, land etc. as nature’s raw law
says:  Any specie unfit to live does into death
flit.  So as all healthy races we defend ours but
don’t brazenly assume we are a superior God
Chosen Race picked to rule the world, as do  
the   megalomaniac phoney semite, pseudo jew,
anti-goyite, paranoic Zionist bigots thru their
repulsively offensive   Elitist Racism.

Read OUR VOICE  on ab4ps.com/page6.htm

ONE EUROFOLK FAMILY CONFEDERALLY UNITED  WITH OTHER  WORLD FOLK FAMILIES AGAINST PARASITES

AS THESE BOOKS ARE BY PPPP HAND MADE WE MUST

SELL 1: (OUR MANIFESTO) THE JUSTICEANS’

MILLENNIA  2000 AD+ 2: FOLK LOYAL ACTIVIST’S

FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES  3: ATHENIA THEATRE

(CARTOONS ) AT £18 EACH WHICH INCLUDES UK
POSTAGE   FOR BULK PRICES  PLEASE CONTACT US

ZOG’S ELITIST RACIST ZIONISTS IRONICALLY WITCH-HUNT OUR FOLK PATRIOTISM AS RACISMZOG’S ELITIST RACIST ZIONISTS IRONICALLY WITCH-HUNT OUR FOLK PATRIOTISM AS RACISMZOG’S ELITIST RACIST ZIONISTS IRONICALLY WITCH-HUNT OUR FOLK PATRIOTISM AS RACISMZOG’S ELITIST RACIST ZIONISTS IRONICALLY WITCH-HUNT OUR FOLK PATRIOTISM AS RACISM

PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD’S WEALTH UNITE AGAINST THE COSMOPOLITE PARASITESPRODUCERS OF THE WORLD’S WEALTH UNITE AGAINST THE COSMOPOLITE PARASITESPRODUCERS OF THE WORLD’S WEALTH UNITE AGAINST THE COSMOPOLITE PARASITESPRODUCERS OF THE WORLD’S WEALTH UNITE AGAINST THE COSMOPOLITE PARASITES

TO HELP MAKE US THEIRTO HELP MAKE US THEIRTO HELP MAKE US THEIRTO HELP MAKE US THEIR

                                                                                        CHOKE CHOKE CHOKE CHOKE                     25.6.2001   CM

WHEN YOU LOOK AT OUR COUNTRY YOU CAN SEE
THE RESULT OF OUR RULERS PEANUT PAY POLICY

USING THE SUBTERFUGE OF GIVING HUMANE REFUGE
TO THEIR WORLD YOKED AND USURY LEECHED FOLK

THE SLY FINANCIERS POUR IN HORDES OF CHEAP LABOUR
FROM ONE COUNTRY INTO ANOTHER TO SMOTHER EACH OTHER
INTO ACCEPTING CAPITALISM OFT IN THE NAME OF SOCIALISM

THAT MUST MAKE MARX IN HIS GRAVE REVOLTINGLY SPIN
TO SEE A FEW SELF SANCTIFIED “CHOSEN RACE” PSEUDO JEWS

KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST COMRADE COMMISSARS
CON THE WORKERS TO BE THE CAPITALISTS’ TOADY PERKERS

BEING BY E.G. ZIONITED FOLK TRAITORS IN PHONY NEW LABOUR
 MISLED TO BE BY OUR LEECHERS’ BLED UNTIL DEAD

WHILE ENFORCING OUR FOLK TO COMMIT SUICIDE
BY URGED MULTI MIXED RACE GENETIC GENOCIDE

TO MAKE OUR COUNTRY ANOTHER “VILLAGE” TO BE PILLAGED
AS A CHEAP LABOUR COLONY IN ZION’S GLOBAL IMPERIUM OF USURY

THUS DO THEY TOTALLY CHOKE AND YOKE THE WORLD’S FOLK
TO MAKE US AS FLUNKEYS MARCH IN TIME AND TOE THEIR LINE

  THE PARASITES HAVING OUR FOLK’S FREE SPIRIT TOTALLY BROKE
TO ENSHRINE THE  ELITIST CHOSEN RACE IN OCCUPIED PALESTINE
UNLESS OUR FOLK DO THEIR RUTHLESS LEECHY YOKERS CHOKE
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IN  Jane’s April  1978 “CHOICE”
ENOCH IS RIGHT
Sad to relate, Enoch was right;is much condemned speechhas been taken over

by events.  The white of the left now confronts the white patriot and nationalist,
who in his turn confronts almost the whole of the Establishment and its coloured
proteges.  The real battle lies between nationalism and internationalism.
Multiculturalism is the brainchild of the International Socialist ‘One Worlders’
who favour a classless amorphous mass of people of all races where patriotism
and nationalism have no right of place or self expression.  The idea is anathema
to all people having pride in tribe, nation and race, as can be clearly seen in all
countries busy expelling their ethnic minorities, or trying to satisfy their demands
for self-determination.  The drive for internationalism has created a resurgence of
nationalism and patriotism.  You can say, therefore, if you belive in the
impotance of preservation preservation, that the real enemy is the individual or
group whose aim is the betrayal and eventual extinction of our island race.

‘Racism’ has become one of the prime catalysts and catchwords of the
International Socialists’ world revolution.  Nothing would suit their plans better
than internecine strife on the streets of Britain.  We now face the ‘imported
revolution’ which Lenin believed would successfully destroy us. 8 April, 1978

 Alas! We must remember that tho Enoch Powell’s prediction is certain,
if we do not change the economic, political, military, cultural road, he was, as
Minister of Health, one of the first mass importers of alien cheap labour,
instead of index raising the nurses pay to the average skilled workers’ pay, to so
attract and keepOur Folk as hospital staff and so he will be one of the “Rivers
of Blood” causers, who too late realised himself to be “Like the Roman, I seem
to see the River Tiber ( Thames OV Ed. ) foaming with much blood.”

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....?
In BBC “Any Questions” programme on 28/1/78  Marghanita Laski ( The

name says its origin. OV Ed. ) describe us as white Englishmen.  ( As all
Europeans, any of the Brit tribes can only be white just like any of the Zulu
tribe can only be black.  OV Ed. )

          *                                                 *                                                   *
Dean Harold Critchlow of St. Michael’s Cathederal, Bridgetown, Barbados

who had just returned from a tour of Britain said: “Britain cannot talk of its
society in terms of white only.  That is racist thinking.” ( Is that so?  )  If, because
many preachers of the religious faiths are sodomic devils in ‘godly’ gowns,
does it mean the faithful are thinking racist for saying e.g. True Christians do
not stick their dicks in shit and be spreaders of their kinkiness made AIDS.

WANTED Folk Loyal men and women to be £12 ( OAP etc. £6) a
year PATRIOTIC PEOPLE’ S POWER PARTY MEMBERS OR VOLUNTEERS

whose main reward will be to win our forebears’ wrought and
fought for homeland back from parasites and Folk Traitors and
their mass imported alien leechers and cheap labour whose hid
policy is to exalt their cultures and selves by burying Our Folk and
culture that unitedly we must firmly reverse e,g, by using their
twisted legal rope to choke us to hang them before they bury us.
 Membership’s basic rules are total loyalty to our party members
democratic majority decided ( Or in a crisis by our elected reps )
ground policies of a tough dedication to one’s own and folk’s
welfare and freedom that thru our practical alternative producer
politic to the present parasite one fires a fighting spirit trained and
ready to rid our streets and halls etc. of anti democratic alien loyal
fanatic mobs and oust Folk Traitors etc. with their welcomed in
cheap labour and shyster armies in a fight to the death for the
Human Right of Our Folk to Survive and Thrive by making our
taxes paid  politicians, police etc. do their Folk Loyal duty  of
resolutely defending Our Folk’s Rights to peacefully demonstrate
and speak our minds thru our media, in our shops and taxed for
libraries etc. without  fear of being hounded from our homes, jobs
and arrested, beaten, jailed, acci-murdered under an undemocratic
decided excuse e.g. “Being liable to cause a breach of the peace”
to suppress Our Folk in our forebears’ wrought and fought for
country in submission to i.e. the wily Occupied Palestine loyal
Khazar Capitalist and Communist Comrade Commissar Pseudo
Jew loan sharks’ made orders that we must fight and die for their
vampiric usury dictated politic in democracy’s name while denying
our right to query the truth of their lies and support of alien rule
favouring mobs etc. that cause Our Folk’s need to rise to enforce
life’s Natural Human Right Law to stay alive and live in liberty
by using all the needed force to proudly be and keep being A Free
Folk  by never letting Folk Traitors  to again us yoke with leechers
by whom we are bled till  dead as their cowed slavish goy mokes

Serialed extracts from the PPPP’s verse book : FOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTS FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTS FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTS FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTS FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES  ( ISBN 0952971909 )
AMEN   This inculted thing they call god   Must be a satanic sadistic sod   If this statement is not true   Then why does this almighty who   Turn
a blind eye on the massacres’ in Lebanon   Where the Zionist murderers rain cluster bombs    In the name of the Self Chosen Ones' god
Mutilating and butchering innocent babes  Cannot this god hear its children sob  I know what the religious say  Logics disproved blind believers
cliche  "God gave man his own way"  But if man is this god's image  Then god must be a wretched being in dotage   Who has yet to show it is
sanely humane  For no god of love could allow such carnage   Against babes who still have no will  To decide their life’s way   So sound sense
does say   This being to whom folk pray is in a symbolic way  Their dream of a just ruler they name god  Who they say made the universe and
does good  To which sage many folk in true faith pay homage   And the business devils profitably live on   Reaping from the social naive of
every generation   Billions of bullion from their fostered religions   Which are truly history generated bodies   Of mythology's fear filled
superstitions’ garbage  On which luxury live the big business run clergy   Whose sermonising stinks of hypocritical fartage  When they piously
bless their reared sheep  To steep to the deep of barbarity   And commit horrendous war atrocities  In the name of Jesus and other fighters for
freedom  Who died fighting against the parasites priestdom  To bring into supremacy the best of humanity  Eventually to unite into a world
democracy  So peoples of the world were is your indignation  Why so silent are your God Almighty religions  That can rage with much humane
condemnation    Against the alleged atrocities of other nations  When whipped into hysteria by the parasites' press  Whose paid pens dare not
attack their pitiless masters  By agitating for the trial of the Zionist racists  Who as they please are mass murdering the Lebanese   In the name
of their fantasy god of love   Using cluster and phosphorous bombs as Peace Doves   Whilst the people are conned to pray to a god above  To
end Zion's atrocities rained down in its name  Instead of uniting to the barbarian Magogs’ smite   For god helps those who help themselves they
say  To end tyranny you must fight not just pray   Or a mighty god will drop in on you one day   In the fallen angel form of a winged bomb   And
as you are being blasted away into earth's clay    You may hear other folk unheedingly say   As foolish you unthinkingly say to day  To hell with
them - Thank God  So long as I am O.K.  AMEN                                               Cont. in coming issue

 Serialed extracts from the ( 1992 ) PPPP’s manifesto book: The Justiceans' Millennia 2,000 A.D.+  ( ISBN 09529719)
  In its desperation to survive, Capitalism grows more reactionary to human welfare and progress for now, as more folk see the parasites'
promises of better morrows are liars’ tales, their rule gets meaner, hence usury must be totally destroyed before it burys humanity.  As the
Capitalists’ creed of greed drive for instant max profits rarely lets them be long term wise, they are short term artful, not caring about a folks’ or
their offsprings’  future welfare, therefore the world's industries are collapsing under the debts { To the usurious Pseudo-Jew Khazars.} for more
than their productions' worth and so are getting less able to sustain employment, to produce the mind and body needs of its Daily Tit Bits
titillated {To be slum ghetto hot-bed bred.} growing numbers of  hungry workless, despite the leechers' rash policys to stay boss by e.g. mass
importing alien cheap labour and shy sters, with historical and biological grown traits favouring their cultural inrooted customs  of: Clitorectomy;
Circumcision;  Suttee = burning alive the wife on her husbands funeral pyre;  Wife buying;  Subduing women to be only house slaves and baby
bearers;  Obligatory veiling; Pornography; Pimping; Whoring; Arsing; Intolerance of other social opinions; Religious raving against rational
reason; Voodoo; Superstition; Condemned on hearsay; Foot binding;  Punishment for heresy;  Kali-ism; Infanticide; Slave trading; Child labour,
abuse etc.; that are wilfully boosted by Mammon’s media, e.g. the alien oriented NUJ staffed, vile B(?)BC,  that has lured millions to be
butchered in parasites’ made wars, in the name of free speech etc.  and now gags Folk Patriots, they scathingly call racists,  for trying to keep
out such liberty banning aliens and their rites etc., that will grow with the aliens' rising births, at least double the native’s to soon outnumber and
bury them and their mental traits aspired civilisation which, over centuries of blood, sweat, tears, love for freedom, the Europeans wrought and
fought for and have partly attained:- Human rights; Freedom of speech; Social voted representation; Jury justice; Religious tolerance; Equality
of opportunity; Earthly education; Employment rights; Women’s  and Men’s social equality; Children’s security etc., being some basics of
People's Power called Democracy, now being  erased by, often sexually perverted, Folk Traitors and laissez-faire Why care! Liberals with a
Capitalist bred and Communist misled, de-folked, peanut paid proletariat hailing their leechers’ mass import of cheap labour, to spearhead



 the multi mixed race genetic
genocide of their folk, and other
nature evolved races with their
enriching variety of species and
cultures. So do the starry-eyed
idealist's good intentions help the
wily parasites to cause many
sorrows, by breeding a folk
rootless mass of homeless,
hungry, alcoholised, porned,
drugged dopes  whom, as helpless
waifs and beggars, will sink into
deeper depths of dire despair, to be,
as in some lands the aliens come
from, pimps, whores, debt bonded
child labour, etc. who will exist in hell
{ Hearing church bells rung by self
righteous religious hypocrites, who
have discredited themselves by
yielding to the devils’ wails to love the
evil. } during their short sick slave
lives, worked on the cheapest and
least food, being brutally driven and
bled until dead by, religious blessed,
pitiless parasites, who will have the
surplus children, workless etc., their
perverse politic and ‘cultural’
indoctrination has driven to exist
on crime, hunted and culled by
‘legalised’ gangs of murderers, as
now in some lands.  Such social

scenes reflect Usury-Capitalism as being the breeder of slaves and destroyer of  the means of life, making it Social
Negativism, whereas Folk Fascism is Social Positivism, that knows humanity clasps the life-chain, so has the duty  to
humanely husband all mother nature's beings that are the food and joy of life, needed to uphold human life that breeds only
those it can humanely feed and will bury life's leechers.  For the aim of civilised, hu- mane life is to democratically foster the
strongest, who can and will help weaker kin not threatening their folk’s freedom, health, life; that must be, whatever
utopian quixoties rave,  or society  would be too weak and unstable to build the needed strength to uphold { As the
skeleton must be strong to support the body and protect the brain to be mentally free.} a democratically evolved human life,
able and strong enough to protect itself from nature's other bred predators, according to nature's law that only  the species
fittest in body and mind can win the right to live, and maybe expand into the universe; to thus prove humanity has the
qualities to be and stay nature's evolved conscious caretaker.

  Early in the rise of Capitalism, a few political phi losophers foretold its results and some gave altern atives to
humanity,  but many of us are deaf to reason and carelessly leave our fate in the hands of gods, or be "Live only to-day."
goofs, who sit on their arses and expect life's good things, made by those who try to make life better, for own and all
humanity's morrows.  As did Christ, whose person and humanely progressive New Testament teachings the sly usurers and
their usury bought church abuse and socially discredit.  As many cowed clergy even 'Politically Correct' Christianity's New
Testament founding message { e.g. John's Gospel must be cleansed of his bad vi ews of Jews.}  to please their money
masters and preach more of the reactionary and elitist racist "God Chosen Folk" Old Testament { That, with its
unassimilative, self ghettoing conceited zealots, s hould be confined to synagogues and with their clai med
holocaust in an Imperial Hoax Museum.}  Such clergy, reporters etc. are a sleazy breed who would have been the
sadistic stone throwers and  gloating scorners of their avowed yesteryear idols e.g. Christ, Tyndale,  who gave their lives
or life-times trying to better humanity's lot, often in an idealising or patronising way as Robert Owen and Karl Marx, maybe
finding it best to luringly flatter their times reared feudal fawning flunkeys, whose free wills were so knackered that they
must meekly await their masters orders like tamed dogs.  These lackeys with a dependency mentality on a parasite state
still exist, no fewer today, judging by their lack of folk loyalty and readiness to scab against their fellow slaves, for parasites
need to breed race retrograding Folk Traitors and servile, easily regimented toady subjects with the least questioning
brains to enslave others  as they are,  by having a lackey mentality that seeds the weeds of their own slavery with blind
obedience to m'lords orders, to easily keep them contented with the least living space, mental and physical food and so
accept the most fleecing and be meekly mass murdered in master's imperialist wars to, in freedom’s name, enslave others
as themselves.  Such toadyism is a parasitical society's self enslaving social factor, needed to be heeded and weeded out
to prove the validity of any democratic political philosophy, that must out-breed the leechers’ wilfully inbred "Yes boss"
turncoat toadys, with a strong breed of free folk able and willing to take charge of their folk`s economic, martial, cultural etc.
politic to make a factual dynamic Democracy, of life cheering, enterprising, inventive, socially reliable producers needed to
gladly take on the endless, adventurous, tough challenge of overcoming life's bars to befolking of the cosmos; that will
always give life lusty youth etc. plenty to creatively do.  So, Folk Fascists, as all humanitarians, aim to gain the Folk's will
to learn and practice democratic genetics, euthanasia, eugenics, so we can of free will breed the best of our humane
human and not the race retrograders worse traits, that breed more than we can feed, to the best of our social souls'
democratically said desires.  For other choices are 1) The present rush to a tragical over population and growing pollution,
making a like loss of oxygen, food, water, living space, plus the spread of AIDS etc. with the resultant suicidal death of
humanity.  2) In desperation, to try and stop humanity's resistance to being usury driven to commit suicide, the rise of the
leechers' total dictatorship, the murder of their unwanted human surplus e.g. very sick, unemployed, homeless elders or
waif children, as occurs in some lands. and then banning love's natural way of mating by enforcing  their, already made,
test-tube and surrogate womb plus clone breeding of their chosen types of workers and soldiers etc., to make Big Bosses'
perfect human bee-hive society.  For Dictatorial Demographic Destruction or Democratic Demographic Development are
the only choices  as humanity can no longer afford the uncaring, aimless breeding of our children at self-love whim; for to
breed children one cannot feed, maybe to become body parts etc., after the first "Love Child", shows, the lust of self
fulfilment rather than true love for the children and care for their welfare and Folk Family's social best.  Cont. in coming issue

IN PARASITE  ZION’S NAME OF DEMOCRACY   BEING THEIR LEECHY FREEDOMIN PARASITE  ZION’S NAME OF DEMOCRACY   BEING THEIR LEECHY FREEDOMIN PARASITE  ZION’S NAME OF DEMOCRACY   BEING THEIR LEECHY FREEDOMIN PARASITE  ZION’S NAME OF DEMOCRACY   BEING THEIR LEECHY FREEDOM

TO KEEP YOU BLED UNTIL DEAD   WE  FOLK TRAITORS ARE PAID    TO KEEPTO KEEP YOU BLED UNTIL DEAD   WE  FOLK TRAITORS ARE PAID    TO KEEPTO KEEP YOU BLED UNTIL DEAD   WE  FOLK TRAITORS ARE PAID    TO KEEPTO KEEP YOU BLED UNTIL DEAD   WE  FOLK TRAITORS ARE PAID    TO KEEP

YOUR GOB SHUT  YOU FREE SPEECH NUT  DARING TO  FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TOYOUR GOB SHUT  YOU FREE SPEECH NUT  DARING TO  FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TOYOUR GOB SHUT  YOU FREE SPEECH NUT  DARING TO  FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TOYOUR GOB SHUT  YOU FREE SPEECH NUT  DARING TO  FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TO

QUESTION   THE ZIONIST’S HOLOCAUST DRIVEN INQUISITIONQUESTION   THE ZIONIST’S HOLOCAUST DRIVEN INQUISITIONQUESTION   THE ZIONIST’S HOLOCAUST DRIVEN INQUISITIONQUESTION   THE ZIONIST’S HOLOCAUST DRIVEN INQUISITION

Free Speech guarant -
ees our right to speak
against it and just be

silent simple slaves FPW

 To be, or not to be:
that is the question:

Whether ‘tis nobler in
the mind to suffer  The
slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune,

Or take up arms agai-
nst a sea of troubles,

And by opposing end
them ?  Shakespeare

Price of freedom is
eternal vigilance.
Thomas Jefferson

 I know not what
course others may
take, but as for me,

give me liberty or give
me death!   Patrick

Henry

During times of
universal deceit,
telling the truth

becomes a
revolutionary act

George Orwell

Words of freedom
only speak thru acts to
make them living facts

F.P.Walsh

Liberty can only be
thru breaking laws and

forces that up- hold
dictators  FPW

Folk Traitors and
aliens want us to hate
ourselves for hating
they who hate us for

loving our Folk Loyal
mates.   F.P.Walsh

The Folk Loyalists’
duty is to free their
folk from any alien
yoke by all needed
means.  F.P.Walsh

By Folk Traitors etc.
outlawing our right to

hate them they are
forbidding us the right
to love anyone against

them. For without
Love we cannot hate

FPW

Life is a strife twixt  all
species to survive and

thrive   FPW

The emancipation of
humanity is its liberat

ion from Judaism
K. Marx

Meaning our liberat-
ion from the shackles

of the elitist racist
Pseudo Jew Khazar’s

usurious Shekelar
Zionism ?  FPW

Folk Families of the
world in and out unite
to be never made in-
cited suckers by a few
Zionist Pseudo Jew
self  ‘God’ Chosen
elitist racist phoney
semite Indo Turk
Khazar Capitalist

Communist Comrade
Commissars to each

other smite into
history’s dark night to
be their multi mixed
race of cowed cheap
work and war mites
who fear to fight the

parasites to stop being
their bled until dead
deserved shite.   FPW

You must first win the
economic power to

vote get the real  
culural, military and
political power  FPW
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FOLK FORUM for letters and articles fostering United Folk Patriotism’s Strength   for UNITED WE WILL LIVE AND DIVIDED WE WILL DIE  and it’s urgent to help stop
Our Folk being in a few years dodoed into oblivion by alien loyal democidic ethnic extincters driving us to commit Folk Suicide by multi mixed race genetic genocide to be cheap
labour and cannon fodder in our country now a colony in the paranoid megalomaniac Self Sanctified “God Chosen Race” Pseudo Jew Indo-Turk Khazar Capitalist and Communist
Comrade Commissars’ World Webbed Imperium of Usury helped by their bought and viler flunky Folk Traitors who our forebears would have rightly shot and cast out their invited  
invaders   for Folk Traitors are life’s worst scum, foulest of foes and most heinous of racists for they gladly betray their kin and Folk Family to be sapped then bloodily annihilated in
favour of a ruthless alien race of parasite dictators who live by bleeding till dead the producers for the fruits of their work thru ruling over their mass medias’ penned sheepish flock of
toady collaborators whose cowardly way of trying to please our insatiable leechers is causing Our Folk’s oblivion that we can only end by being a Folk Faithful unity of devoted activists
with the wits and guts to when able with all non self destructive means take control of our economy to get the military, political, cultural power without waiting for a messianic leader
to win the majority of our kinfolk’s hailing of Our Loyal Folk’s Victory to survive and thrive forever freed from this class caste flunkey ranked slavery for we prefer to fight to make the
parasites commit their own suicidal Final Solution by we economically etc. helping fellow producers to win the inevitable Decisive Conflicts to live and die worthily freed from slavery
in a Grimm’s mass media mind muddled and Pied Piper led into Carrolls’ Wonderland believing our leechers lies as in Andersen’s “The Emperors New Clothes” while existing on an
Orwellian “Animal Farm” as unequally equal guinea pigs in a scientific social psychology run lab, propagandised to think we live in a democracy anthening “God Save Royalty”
having been Big Boss carrot and stick driven to exist on booze, porn and balls to be cattleised, lovelessly lab bred, cloned, biocomputerised peanut paid en-gene-ered robotic slaves
vacuously serving a leechy tribe of elitist parasites as their conned toady idiots used to gain their world power aims as a self haloed God Chosen Race and Churchill’s (“Popular
Science” June1925)? writ wish that maybe made Huxley novel it in his “Brave New World” which is evolving rapidly

OUR CAUSE  Like other parties in history we the Patriotic People’s Power Party ( PPPP) were born to fight for Our Folk’s desire to survive and thrive by destroying the evil
threatening to exterminate us against which we shall use our media etc. to foster as our name betokens Folk Loyal Nationalism i.e. Folk Family Unity or Folk Fascism which name the
puppets of Zionism ( Parasitism, Racism and Imperialism’s peak) can call we giving us no shame for it is one of the few names that embodies an anti parasite politic that the
leechers express fear of as most others e.g. Conservative, SWP, Labour, Communist are just our leechers’ loving carrot and stick parties whom as their money masters’ voices howl
against Fascism in their phony democracy’s name ironically snorting against our urged Populism i.e. Sober Majority Folk Willed Rule ( The only real democracy) that they attack thru
their medias’ daily lies against us now backfiring on them to give us good free publicity that is winning over their disaffected who less vote for the cosmopolite parasites’ puppets and
are rightly turning to us saying As you Fascists are our parasites’ most feared foes then you must be we producers best friends who say we must bury our leechers to the reign over
our made wealth gain. This Folk Positive Propagation trend is making our Folk Traitor rulers tear out their hair in despair for in their haste to bury Our Folk Identity that unifies us in
our fight against being suicidally genetic genocidally etc. bred into multi mixed race cheap labour they make draconic laws against us and abusively call our Folk Patriotic Civil
Servants, Military, Police “Institutionalised  Racists” for as Europeans having, like all true Orientals, Africans, Asians etc. healthy natural species of life an instinctive self preservation
Natural Patriotism to serve and preserve their Caucasian kith and kin for which cause the PPPP exist aware that we will be ruthlessly opposed by our treacherous foes who like we
must fight ( As nature only accepts those having the strength to exist) to decide whom will rule in our land the Parasites as Our Folk’s exterminators or we Producers as Our Folk’s
propagators   So Parasites, Folk Traitors, Toady Collaborators heed this warning:  The Souls of Folk Patriots you hunt, tor- ture and murder expect their kinfolk to avenge them as
they would them in this holiest of wars you started for Our Folk to be or not to be  LIVING AS A FREE FOLK ETERNALLY

OUR AIMS The survival of our lands’ genetic, history, cultural, geo united Folk needs the undivisive strength of an ethnic (W)elsh(I)rish((S)cots(E)nglish run and owned
Republican Confederal Britain with a united outer military, economic, political, cultural defence based on the max inner unity of Competitive Producers’ anti usury/pollution run
cooptivist industries; Humane social welfare; Co-ordinated laws for Our Folk’s best ( Or we can be divided and conquered ) to reduce crime etc.  For which the Irish need to unite
before cosy chaired ‘Good Doers’ and FolkTraitors ( Who even con their kin by claiming to be Folk loyal Socialists whom they stab in the back by greeting more Capitalist leechy  
aliens in.   ) make the Irish bury themselves - As duped Brits in other parts of Britain are doing - unless the leechers are rooted or as needed booted out by our retrieving the wealth
they robbed from Our Folk to pay their transport home. “Nazis steal our hard earned wealth” We hear the sly leeches wail.  That the pitiless robbers gloatingly bleeed out of their
bled till dead pauperised producers.   Ref: The EU etc. We are for a world money but not one worthed by leechy Soro speculators who bleed countries into being their colonies and,
as if  sheep, fleece the producers of their work’s worthed money, so we urge Our Folk to KEEP and DO AS THEY LIKE with THEIR  WORK’S MADE MONEY

OUR VOICE   As a media of the PPPP = PATRIOTIC PEOPLES POWER PARTY so you can help us be viable TO VOICE OUR FOLK’S WILL we ask Folk Loyal
organisations and persons to buy their legally responsible say and so add YOUR VOICES to make “OUR VOICE” heard on most anything ( With a truly named etc. SAE to be kept
secret and only published as you say and per word and number pay for ) in notice, articles, letters etc. that will stay the author’s copyright outside their use by “OUR VOICE” and
its affiliated.  Verified Paid ads got after 1 week before our publication will most likely have to wait for the next publication.  Ads  discounts = 15% between 5 to 25; 25% to 50; 35%
for any over 50 issues of “OUR VOICE” whose public sale price +  add any post cost is 50p; a 12 issue subscription £10;  Bulk buying discounts = as the above Ads.  Half of early  
returned issues will be refunded   Overseas Buyers and Advertisers  need only add the air or sea postage costs to the above stated prices and pay us in British money by Travellers’
Cheque  <  This c. sized 187 words at our VAT incl. price of 25p per word/number ( c.75% less than other papers ) would cost £46 + £2.pw for a BOX NR. to be paid only by cheque
or PO ( Cartoons, pictures, styled adverts etc. will be at consulted prices) At postage cost all  pw mail can be posted to the advertiser

 Any articles sent ( We may publish anonymous ones the senders hereby knowing they will lose their payments if we do not publish them ) will only be published by  “OUR
VOICE” or its affiliates if their editors think them within their mores and acceptable to their FOLK LOYAL readers who as we accept that life is the strife to survive and thrive even
among the human race made of history’s evolved life enriching many varied cultures, tongues, races, ethnics that to feed etc. their growing folk numbers are territorially etc. expansive
so we must each be co-operatively protective of own survival and maybe our evolved continuity in a confederal world order thru a peaceful merger of economies, tongues, cultures etc.
for which reasons we will resist any favouring  of life’s most ruthless predators i.e. Parasites and Folk Traitors who for self profit spread their folk debase and erase perversities
resulting in the deadly AIDS whose sodomic carriers are kept alive to more spread love’s death and fairily dance on the streets demanding ( From our parasite yoked folk who dare
not against them talk ) more Human Rights to murder Humanity plus we have MAD COW DISEASE ETC. ( Factualising the old saying: “ WHOMEVER THE GODS’ WISH TO DESTROY THEY
FIRST MAKE MAD”  ) and the agitating of the world’s races etc. against each other to divide and conquer us and make us peanut paid multi mixed race cheap labour and cannon fodder
slaves serving a leechy anti social welfare usury bred and fed self sanctified “GOD CHOSEN RACE”  of PSEUDO JEW KHAZARS whose DEMOCIDIC PROPAGANDA AND DRACONIC ANTI FOLK
POWER LAWS ETC. PLUS  IN WORK AND IN WORK AND WARS  BEING BLED UNTIL DEAD FOR THEM have weakened many of Our Folk’s wills to survive and thrive and so they must be revived
out of their suicidal sickness by eliminating our mind poisoners as ruthlessly as they do any sucker folk that swallow e.g. THE PITILESS  PSEUDO JEW KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST
COMRADE COMMISSARS’ WAILING WALL ANTI -RACISM BULL of contradictively ( For they have over many generations bled billions of us until dead as usury bred and fed leechy rulers
that they fervently deny despite it being an obvious truth seen in their owning most of the world’s top businesses, art works etc. which were leeched from their suckered folk on
earth - not got from a god in heaven ) being a  persecuted “God Chosen Race” that clearly makes their god a racist bigot    So any betrayal of our military etc. dead and other
undermining of our folk e.g.. by favourably publishing our leechers’ import of cheap labour  ( As only in need will we let aliens be our advisers never Our Folk’s supervisors or
sports’ etc. reps. for if we can’t fight to win life’s battles then we should be museum stuffed as a dodo folk ) will be tabu and if done will end the editors job as decided by “OUR
VOICE” etc. Elected Guardians for going against their party etc. founders’ wishes to preserve Our Folk by winning back control of our economy and so military, political, cultural
power to revive Our Folk’s natural lust to strife to survive and thrive that is secured by being soul bonded in Our Folk Patriotic Politic that is religiously spir ited in Our Folk Church
Schools AS OUR INSULATION AGAINST ISOLATION AND EXTERMINATION

This is a FREE OPINION PAPER whose writers and editors are only legally responsible for their given views so if the above is to‘good doers’ etc. a  too raw sketch of the causes of
Our Folk being led down Suicide Rd. and how to change it by burying Folk Traitor rulers ( If not too late ) to turn Our Folk from the edge of extinction then let aliens bury the
fools who have Patriots hunted, jailed, tortured, killed for trying to warn Our Folk via e.g. “Our Voice” which as other Brit media is banned by Folk Traitors from libraries,
shops, etc. that boast AntiBrit  African, Asian, Jewish etc. media

Please send ads and donations as all payments to our cause by recorded post to F.P. WALSH PPPP, PO BOX 38003, LONDON SW19 6XQ, BRITAIN.  A  SAE  included or over £15
donation will be acknowledged so any donater can know it has gone into a bank account and not in anybody’s pocket they will also by a SAE request will get from us each c. Apr.
and Oct. a full account of the fund which will be primarily used to build our economic base to be run as humanely efficient as possible by our folk employed at the social average
rates with the top paid getting no more than 15% above our employeds’ average to with the help of our best possible supported volunteers work to have the power to help our
cause’s £14 ( £7. OAP  ETC.) per year registered members and when able non members to have kin ethnic staffed Safe Refuges and Nursing etc. homes ( Any donated or reasonable
rented properties will be welcomed ) plus for LEGAL AID AND FAMILY HELP IF ARRESTED, JAILED ETC. FOR FIGHTING FOR OUR FOLK’S FREEDOM AND PREVENTION FROM EXTINCTION
ETC. IN OUR HOLY FIGHT TO DEATH STRUGGLE TO WIN BACK AND FOREVER KEEP OUR FOREBEARS’ WROUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR LAND   IN THIS OUR BATTLE FOR   BRITAIN  IN
MEMORY OF THOSE WHO HAVE FOUGHT AND DIED IN BATTLES  OF BRITAIN

PROUD TO FIGHT TO BE AND KEEP FREE   FOREVER LIVE O UR FOLK    HAIL OUR VICTORY  SKOL!    CM  FPW
                     Help to Spread Our World Wide Web:-  www.ab4ps.com


